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1
. . .

My 9 Commandments for
E-Riches Marketing Success

IT’S A NEW world.
Marketing has evolved from a series of one-way blasts at con-

sumers to a living, breathing, two-way communications thing that
needs constant care, attention, staffing, and (ideally) interaction with
the customer audience.

The practical implication of this is that marketers need to evolve
their thinking beyond focusing on creating eye-catching print
pieces, media buys, creative branding, promotions, or even word-
of-mouth marketing. Every old technique still exists, but to find e-
riches today you need to consider how the Internet has introduced
new interactive techniques, given much greater reach (and some-
times unexpected consequences) to old ones, and changed the
expectations of your potential customers.
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� The archives of your staff’s online interactions on message
boards, blogs, review sites, and microblogging platforms
like Twitter

� Your eBay transactions and reputation

� Photos your team has shared on Flickr, Photobucket,
Facebook, and other media sharing sites

� Your online advertising

� How distributors and affiliate partners promote your products

MY 9 COMMANDMENTS FOR MARKETING SUCCESS 2 3

Affiliate Ad Placements

Distributor &
Retailer Web Sites

Ad Placements

Your Marketing Efforts

Your Web Site

You &
Your Products

FIGURE 1–1. Your Product Presence: Product presence starts with the web site that you
produce. Then it expands outward through your marketing efforts, advertising place-
ments, and toward less-controlled promotions delivered by third parties. The sum of all
your directly controlled marketing is your “product presence.” © ScottFox.com
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This creates Web 2.0–style interaction with potential customers
(“engagement”) on their turf and on their terms in the niche com-
munities where they are already active (“distribution”). I call this
decentralization of your branding and marketing strategy “distrib-
uted engagement.” (See Figure 1–2.)

It means that you need to stop spending your time and marketing
resources just tweaking your own web site. Instead, you need to get
on the Web and meet your customers where they are already hanging
out. Be sure to answer any comments you receive on your blog, visit

MY 9 COMMANDMENTS FOR MARKETING SUCCESS 2 5

FIGURE 1–2. Your Product Presence Expands with Distributed Engagement: Reaching out
from your initial product presence, distributed engagement expands beyond traditional
marketing and advertising through targeted marketing efforts that reach the wider Web
of online customer communities. © ScottFox.com

Affiliate Ad Placements

Distributor &
Retailer Web Sites

Ad Placements

Your Marketing Efforts
“Distributed Engagement”

E-mail Newsletters, Social Networking, Blogging,
Blog Commenting, Public Relations, Forums,

Article Marketing, Twitter, Flickr, Podcasting, etc.

Your Web Site

You &
Your Products

The Web
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� Customer reviews of your products on Amazon.com,
Buy.com, or other review sites

� Articles about your product, your company, or you person-
ally in directories like Wikipedia

� Commentary about your company or products in online
communities

� Web sites that link to yours (with or without your permission)

MY 9 COMMANDMENTS FOR MARKETING SUCCESS 2 7

FIGURE 1–3. Your Company’s Reputation Cloud: It starts with your product presence but
includes your distributed engagement marketing efforts, advertising, and promotions,
PLUS customer commentary in all formats. © ScottFox.com

Affiliate Ad Placements

Distributor &
Retailer Web Sites

Ad Placements

Your Marketing Efforts
“Distributed Engagement”

Email Newsletters, Social Networking, Blogging,
Blog Commenting, Public Relations, Forums,

Article Marketing, Twitter, Flickr, Podcasting, etc.

Your Web Site

You &
Your Products

Links to Your Web Site

Blog Posts About Your Products

Wikipedia Entries

YouTube Videos

Flickr Photos

Amazon
Rankings

Facebook Friends,
Fans & Groups

eBay Resales

Twitter Chatter

Diggs

Blog Comments

Customer Product
Reviews
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. . .

Today’s Best E-Mail
Publishing Strategies

WHAT IS THE by now “old school” technique of e-mail doing as
the first major section in a book about Web 2.0 online marketing?

E-mail is the first section because it is the most underappreciated mar-
keting medium in history—and it’s still the biggest online marketing oppor-
tunity for you.

E-mail offers almost all the benefits of old-fashioned direct mail,
but it is cheaper to create, more immediately actionable by the cus-
tomer, easier to target, easier to track, and essentially free to send.
And e-mail is the number one use of online technology—it is still
used by 60 percent of Internet users daily, even more people than use
search engines (which get a lot more press).1

Although it’s a Web 1.0 tool, e-mail can distribute your marketing
messages directly into the e-mail inboxes of interested customers.
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E-MAIL PUBLISHING STRATEGIES 5 3

FIGURE 3–1.
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9
. . .

Social Network Marketing
using Facebook, MySpace,

and LinkedIn

CURRENT BUZZ positions social networks as the exciting fron-
tier in marketing. MySpace, Facebook, LinkedIn, Friendster, Bebo,
Hi5, and hundreds of other social networks crowd the online mar-
ketplace today.

About 40 percent of active U.S. adult Internet users now belong
to social networking web sites,1 and of those who use them, 39 per-
cent of U.S. adults access social networks at least once every day.2

Social networking is a worldwide phenomenon. As an example,
consider QQ, which today has 300 million active accounts (and
700 million total) in China, or Mixi’s 15 million users in Japan (a
much smaller country). Vkontakte.ru and Odnoklassniki.ru domi-
nate the former Soviet states, Cyworld is the social network of
choice for Koreans, Skyblog is number one in France, and Orkut,
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SOCIAL NETWORK MARKETING 1 1 5

FIGURE 9–1.
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brand or your products instead of yourself. These fan pages are
amped-up profile pages that are more customizable than typical
Facebook personal profiles. You can add HTML, Flash, or other
Facebook applications to increase their visual appeal and functional-
ity. Then you can become the first “fan” of your products and
administrate and promote that page to attract other fans of your
company’s products (while also keeping that activity separate from
your personal presence). (See Figure 9–2 for my fan page.)

Facebook fan pages also show up nicely in search engine results.
Because they are visible to non-registered users, a fan page can both

SOCIAL NETWORK MARKETING 1 2 1

FIGURE 9–2.
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FIGURE 9–3.
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FIGURE 9–4.
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. . .

Build Your Own Social
Network Customer Community

According to a survey of organizations using online communities, their
greatest value is that they increase word-of-mouth (35 percent), increase
brand awareness (28 percent), bring new ideas into the organization faster
(24 percent) and increase customer loyalty (24 percent).

—“The 2008 Tribalization of Business” study, conducted by Beeline Labs,
Deloitte, and the Society for New Communications Research, July 29, 2008

IN ADDITION to becoming active on social networks as a user
yourself, what if you could create your own community online?

E-mail lists, blogs, and Facebook groups are all steps in this direc-
tion. Creating your own Web-based community for your audience
and potential customers gives your users an online gathering place
to pursue whatever interests bind them together—and interests you
as a marketer.
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easier to use every year. Today ArtFairCalendar.com has expanded
from just covering the Midwest to listing art fairs nationwide. It has
also succeeded in attracting a steady and profitable advertising busi-
ness from the many art fairs that want to be listed on the web site and
promoted in the tens of thousands of e-mails my mother now sends
out each month.

Of course, that was not enough to satisfy me. In fact, as part of
the research for this book, I set up a new online community for the
art fair artists to whom her ArtFairCalendar.com web site appeals.
ArtFairInsiders.com is a social network set up using the free
Ning.com service that I mentioned previously. You can find this
new online community at http://www.ArtFairInsiders.com.

While ArtFairInsiders.com is still new, early signs are positive:
Hundreds of artists signed up for the service during its beta-
testing period. All of
them are interested in
learning more about
how to make more
money by exhibiting
at art fairs. This bodes
well for the site’s suc-
cess as a business selling ads to companies that want to reach this
niche industry, as well as offering great opportunities for my mother
to promote her consulting services, art fair–related e-books, and
other products.

By positioning her as an expert in art fair production, marketing,
and operations, we are succeeding in expanding the ArtFair
Calendar.com brand into the social networking arena.

If you represent a product or brand that can be positioned as a
leader or expert, this same opportunity is available to you. You can
create an online community based on people’s need to learn your
information and desire to mingle. Such a community will give you
an excellent platform for promoting your expertise, services, or
products to a presold audience of self-selected and like-minded
customers.

BUILD YOUR OWN SOCIAL NETWORK 1 4 9

FIGURE 10–1.

II’’m a member of:m a member of:

AArr t Fair Insiderst Fair Insiders
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. . .

Welcome to the
Blogosphere

I’M NOT A FAN of blogs. Most blogs are boring personal trivia,
self-centered blathering, superficial marketing, or rarely updated
with anything worth reading. And many are all four!

But I am a fan of tools that make spreading your marketing mes-
sages easier and more cost-effective, and that help you recruit new
fans and customers. It turns out that blogs can actually help you to
do all of those things, too.

If you separate the typical content and approach of most blogs
from the tools underneath, you can see that the tools are valuable
regardless of your impression of blogs and blogging in general.

When it is used for business, a blog is a promotional tool—a tool
for developing a better relationship with your audience of customers.
Publishing a blog is a key part of your online product presence that
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Specific opportunities for saving money are what powers
Woot.com. Darren Rowse’s Problogger blog teaches you how to
make money as a blogger. Actionable details for starting an online
business are what have attracted all the positive reviews for my book,
Internet Riches, on Amazon.com, too.

Useful. Readers also appreciate advice that may not be immediately
actionable, but that is useful and more general. Posting current news
items or statistics relevant to your industry or target market is a great
easy way to serve the audience here. You don’t need to know what peo-
ple will do with that news or those statistics, but if you’ve added value
by filtering that info for them, they’re likely to return for more.

That’s why readers collect links and feeds from news sites, as well
as subscribe to blogs and noozles like the Center for Media Research’s
Daily Brief, Michael Arrington’s Techcrunch, or Search Engine
Watch. Instruction is also appreciated, as demonstrated by the suc-
cess of Brian Clark’s Copyblogger copywriting blog or the many
blogs that offer Photoshop or programming tutorials.

Interesting. Less actionable or useful are the “interesting”
thoughts, factoids, or commentary that you can share. Readers file
these away mentally and often use them for watercooler conversa-
tions. Celebrity gossip leader PerezHilton.com is a prime example

WELCOME TO THE BLOGOSPHERE 1 7 9

ActionableActionable

UsefulUseful

InterestingInteresting

InspiringInspiring

EntertainingEntertaining

TitillatingTitillating
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FIGURE 12–1. Blog Content Hierarchy
ScottFox.com
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. . .

the Public Relations
Opportunity Matrix

(PROM) System

SO WHERE should you start in trying to promote your business
through public relations?

There are many ways to approach the pursuit of press coverage
for your business. I see them as depending on how proactive versus
reactive your press effort is.

Depending on your time, budget, and resources, any of the strate-
gies discussed here can be implemented by you personally, imple-
mented by an in-house team, or outsourced to a public relations
agency. As usual, my emphasis is on strategies that you can start with
yourself (to save money) and then upgrade later once you’ve found
the tactics that bring you the best return on investment.

To evaluate the opportunities available to you, let me introduce
you to my E-Riches Public Relations Opportunity Matrix (PROM).
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It shows how I think about public relations.
As you can see in Figure 15–1, I divide your opportunities for

press publicity using two scales. They are:

� Targeted vs. Broadcast

� Reactive vs. Proactive

Displaying these graphically creates four quadrants of press
opportunities for you to consider.

I recommend that you pursue these strategies as they are num-
bered—from easy/general to harder (targeted/custom)—by starting
in the upper left corner with Tactic 1. This approach is Targeted (and
thus in the upper half of the matrix) and also Reactive (by which I
mean that the press leads come to you—so it is displayed in the left
half of the matrix).

PROM Tactic 1: Set Up a

Press Room on Your Web Site

Start by setting up a “Press Room” on your web site to catch and
service press inquiries. This page simply makes information about

2 1 0 E-RICHES 2.0

FIGURE 15–1.

Tactic 1:
Respond to Specific

Inquiries from Reporters

Tactic 2:
Respond to General

Inquiries from Leads Services

Tactic 3:
Pitch Specific Stories to

Individual Reporters

Tactic 4:
Mass Distribute Press
Release Story Pitches

TARGETED

BROADCAST

REACTIVE PROACTIVE
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The service includes a searchable online database that journalists can
use to quickly identify and contact expert sources for their research.

As cool and revolutionary as that service was, what’s even better
is that ProfNet automates the sourcing of experts for the journalists
via e-mail.

If you are a ProfNet client, you can select the specialized areas of
interest to which your or your clients’ expertise best applies. There are
hundreds to choose from (see Figure 15–2). Then, whenever a reporter
posts a request for expert sources in that category, you will be notified
both on the ProfNet web site and by e-mail directly into your inbox.

For PR professionals, this means that they can connect dozens of
their expert sources and corporate clients with possible article coverage

THE PUBLIC RELATIONS OPPORTUNITY MATRIX SYSTEM 2 1 3

FIGURE 15–2.
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Instead, today the production and distribution of press releases is
a good way to help manage the distribution of your marketing mes-
sage in a rather unexpected way: search engines love them.

A properly written press release is full of the good headlines, key-
words, and links that search engines use to calculate their results
rankings. When you send out a press release online, it can be picked
up by other web sites worldwide. Often those receiving web sites will
use the content from your press release on their own sites. This leads
to valuable links back to your site—just the sort of thing that search
engines use to improve your rankings in their results.

So, although sending out a press release is not likely to gain you a
lot of short-term media attention the way it used to, it can be help-
ful in the medium term to help attract reporters to your site through
improved search engine rankings.

PRESS RELEASE DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

If you do decide to write and issue a press release, the first place to
post it is in the press section of your own web site. Once you have
done that, there are many Internet-based press release distribution
services that can help you distribute it. The higher-quality services
charge $40 to $500 or more per release (depending on the distribu-
tion options you select), but many others are free.

Online Press Release Distribution Services
PR Newswire: http://www.prnewswire.com

PR Web: http://www.prweb.com

PR.com: http://www.pr.com

Click Press: http://www.clickpress.com/releases/index.shtml

PR Leap: http://www.prleap.com

1888 Press Release: http://www.1888pressrelease.com

EcommWire: http://www.ecommwire.com

PR Zoom: http://www.przoom.com

24-7 Press Release: http://www.24-7pressrelease.com

PR Log: http://www.prlog.org

2 1 8 E-RICHES 2.0
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5. Hire a PR firm. You can see that this is the last of my several
recommendations. But it may be necessary and worth the
expense if you have a really critical story that you need to get
into specific editorial hands. Try to ensure that any PR firm
you hire has good relations with the specific editors, pro-
ducers, reporters, and bookers that you most need to have
cover your story.

E-RICHES TIP: SOCIAL NEWS CREATES

PRESS COVERAGE

The piece I haven’t discussed in this chapter is the potential importance
of social bookmarking and social news sites to your PR effort.

Today, hot news stories are just as likely to “bubble up” from the Web
as they are to be mandated by an editor or producer. This means that
often your best bet for getting coverage is to get your topic or article
attention on Digg.com, Yahoo! Buzz, StumbleUpon, Twitter, and other
such sites. Journalists watch the trends emerging on these sites closely
for story ideas.

So an alternative strategy is to try taking the effort you were going to
put into writing and distributing a press release into making friends on a
top social news site instead. Then, when you have a really good, inter-
esting, or helpful story, you’ll have friends to help you promote it on the
social media web sites. This can help you attract the press attention you
need for your products. Review the social news and social bookmarking
discussion in Chapter 11 for more details on social bookmarking sites
and social news publicity strategies.

Resources

Help A Reporter Out: http://www.HelpaReporter.com

Joan Stewart’s Publicity Hound: http://www.Publicity
HoundReview.com

PR Leads: http://www.PRLeadsReview.com

RadioGuestList.com: http://www.RadioGuestList.com

THE PUBLIC RELATIONS OPPORTUNITY MATRIX SYSTEM 2 3 1
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. . .

Customers Love
Online Video

Fifty-seven percent of online adults have used the Internet to watch or down-
load video, and 19% do so on a typical day.1

Per capita time spent with PC, web and mobile video will increase from just
under 1 hour per day currently to nearly 2.9 hours by early 2013. . . . While
daily time with TV will remain close to 4 hours, traditional TV’s share of
the total video entertainment pie is projected to shrink from 63.9% today to
47.1% by 2013, given the overall increase in consumers’ total video-based
entertainment consumption.2

THE WORLD OF online video has exploded in recent years. It even
seems poised to finally overtake television, at least for some genres.
The rapid emergence of online video capabilities has led to the pro-
liferation of video content of all sorts. There are major aggregators
of videos online like YouTube.com, most television networks have
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CUSTOMERS LOVE ONLINE VIDEO 2 5 3

FIGURE 18–1.
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<script
type=”text/javascript”>oneminuteu_param_flv_url =
“http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eoneminuteu%2Ecom%2Fcontent%2F
353DBEDC%2DD0BA%2D44C1%2DBD8F%2D4759C290970D%2F33
1132%5Fembed%2Eflv”; oneminuteu_param_video_title
=
“SEO%3A%20How%20Can%20I%20Get%20A%20Top%20Search%
20Engine%20Ranking%20For%20My%20Website%3F”; one-
minuteu_param_video_link =
“http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eoneminuteu%2Ecom%2Fbranch%5Fc
ontent%2Etaf%3Fpage%3Dcontent%26id%3D1114”; one-
minuteu_param_video_author = “ScottFox%2Ecom”;
oneminuteu_param_video_author_link =
“http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Eoneminuteu%2Ecom%2Fdefault%2E
taf%3Fpage%3Dprofile%26profile%5Fid%3D10662”;</sc
ript><script type=”text/javascript”
src=”http://www.oneminuteu.com/inject_embed_playe
r.js”></script>

If you’re clever (or can read code), you’ll see in this code that the
title of the video is “SEO: How Can I Get a Top Search Engine
Ranking for My Website?” that it was authored by me, and that it
links back to ScottFox.com.

I know the code itself is not very sexy-looking, but simply copy-
ing this code from OneMinuteU.com (or YouTube or whatever video
site you’re using) to your own web or blog page will enable you to
play that video on your own site.

These embed codes are a truly amazing free service that can help
you install video on your web site at very little expense and with
almost none of the technical complexity that was associated with
streaming video just a few years ago. You don’t have to invest in
video-hosting and video-serving technology at all these days. Free
video hosting is provided by YouTube.com (or whatever other
provider you choose) as part of its business. The use of embed codes
can save you money and time and help you spread your marketing
messages at the same time.

Now that’s sexy!

2 5 6 E-RICHES 2.0
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Example of Embed Code for OneMinuteU.com Video
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. . .

the New Marketing Power
of Free Teleseminars

and Webinars

OFFERING FREE teleseminars is an increasingly popular strategy
for publicizing any business that is based on expertise. The
Internet has enabled this new promotional medium because it has
driven down the cost of telephone calls to almost nothing. In fact,
there are now many free services that offer you the ability to host
your own conference call for 100 or even 1,000 people at a time
for no cost.

With this ability to reach large groups of people inexpensively
comes the opportunity for you to market your business. If you
have expertise that you can share, have insights into current
events or industry trends, or can simply host guest speakers who
do, teleseminars may be a viable marketing tool for you. By host-
ing a teleseminar or appearing on one hosted by someone else,
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and by e-mailing the subscribers on the FreeTeleseminarList.com free
e-mail list. Free events listed recently on FreeTeleseminarList.com
come from marketers worldwide. They cover topics like “Larger
Profit Yields Through Client Follow-up,” “Learn PR Secrets from a
Master,” “Upgrade Your Clients,” “Closing Middle Market Deals,”
and “Developing a Prosperity Mindset.”

Webinars listed on this free service have recently included “Business
Continuity in the Face of IT Problems,” “Coaching Excellence,”
“Environmentally Friendly Logos,” “Inbox-Worthy E-mails,” and
even a webinar titled “Promoting Your Webinar.”

Visit FreeTeleseminarList.com to submit your events.

Resources

Free Conference Call: http://www.freeconferencecall.com

Simple Event: http://www.simpleevent.com

FreeTeleseminarList.com: http://www.freeteleseminarlist.com

FREE TELESEMINARS AND WEBINARS 2 6 5
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. . .

Increase Your Sales
with Search Engine
Keyword Advertising

Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is, I don’t
know which half.

—Attributed to John Wanamaker, department store pioneer

THERE IS A lot about online advertising that is similar to offline
advertising. The need to develop attractive graphics, compelling copy,
and the media buys to deploy them are similar. These techniques con-
tinue to be used in online advertising just as they have been for decades
in print and TV. Online, these graphic “display ads” are usually referred
to generically as “banners” or “buttons,” depending on their size.

What is newer because of the Internet is the rise of different
billing mechanisms for ads. These include cost-per-click (CPC) and
cost-per-action (CPA) advertising, as well as different distribution
methods, such as search engine marketing (SEM) and affiliate programs.
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also narrowing the specifics of the keywords that you actually buy ads
against. This is because more narrowly targeted, specific keywords
are less competitive and therefore cheaper. You can use the free
online tools offered by the search engines’ advertising services to
estimate the cost and traffic for different keyword ad buys before
committing to spend any money. (See Figure 21–1 for Google
Adword’s keyword cost tool.)

Enter $50 as your campaign limit for the month (or whatever is
appropriate for your budget). This is probably not enough to
attract a huge audience, but that’s okay—you’re not trying to max-
imize your audience until your site has its sales conversion strategy
clearly developed.

Following these steps to get started with pay-per-click keyword
advertising can help make a new web site visible to potential cus-
tomers weeks before the search engines find it and begin including
it in their search results. The point is that because of the huge vol-
ume of traffic that search engines process, you want to be sure that
your site is at least minimally visible to any customers who may be

SEARCH ENGINE KEYWORD ADVERTISING 2 7 9

FIGURE 21–1.
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interested in your topics as soon as possible while you develop your
strategy further.

You don’t have to spend any money to set up a PPC account like
this, but be careful, because you are working with “live ammuni-
tion.” As soon as the ads start getting clicked on—which can be just
minutes after you activate them—you will be billed for any clicks
delivered to your site. So, you want to set a low limit on your
expenditures to start. (See Figure 21–2 for Google Adword’s budget
controller.)

Then develop and activate your keyword ads focusing on specific
niches rather than on more expensive general terms. Failing to take
these two basic steps when you get started can easily lead to hundreds
or thousands of dollars on your credit card bill because poorly tar-
geted ads delivered lots of expensive visitors to your web site with lit-
tle or no sales conversion.

You’ll then want to write several ads. (See my tips for successful
text ad copywriting at the end of this chapter.) I say several ads
because you want to try posting variations to see which ad copy
attracts the most clicks at the lowest prices.

2 8 0 E-RICHES 2.0

FIGURE 21–2.
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You can also limit your ad display by geography, or even time of
day, to lower your costs further. (See Figure 21–3 for Google
Adword’s Daily Scheduler.)

Maximizing Your Online

Advertising Cost-Effectiveness

Keyword advertising is a busier marketplace than it was just a few
years ago when I wrote my first book, Internet Riches, but it still offers
excellent marketing opportunities if you know how to use it correctly.

The prices of keyword ads have risen significantly in recent years.
Although you used to be able to attract pay-per-click web site visitors
for as little as 5 cents each, today the minimums are more often 10
cents or 20 cents—and keywords in lucrative, competitive categories
often sell for several dollars per click.

This means that to put PPC keyword advertising strategies to
work effectively for your business, you need to understand how to

SEARCH ENGINE KEYWORD ADVERTISING 2 8 1

FIGURE 21–3.
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24
. . .

Differentiation Strategies
in a Competitive Online

Marketplace

Being average has never helped anyone rise above the crowd. Average is
average. People don’t pay for average. So what makes one think they can
have an average business or an average career or an average life and make
a difference? Average doesn’t make a difference. Average is average.

—John C. Maxwell, author of The 21 Irrefutable
Laws of Leadership and Developing the Leader Within You

YOUR BUSINESS will be more profitable and your marketing also
a lot easier if your value proposition is clear to customers. So differ-
entiation is an important point for a marketing book, even though it
may sound like MBA-speak.

Your e-riches product differentiation strategy can be fundamen-
tal—e.g., a new product or service. Or it can be based on better mar-
keting, such as we’ve been discussing. Or your business can excel over
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� Timeliness. Being first with a story always helps get attention.
“Breaking News” alerts from the Wall Street Journal or CNN
get attention. You can, too, if you are the first to discover or
publicize information that is valued by your audience.

� “Inside” info. All Hip Hop, Ned Sherman’s Digital Media
Wire, and ArtFairInsiders.com prove that there are niches
where your industry expertise can differentiate you, too.

Analyzing Your Online Competition
Strength lies in differences, not in similarities.

Stephen R. Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

If you take advantage of the Web’s many free research tools (includ-
ing Alexa, Google Analytics, Compete, and others detailed in the
previous chapter), you can learn a lot about your competitors and
find new ones, too. Analyze their products, content, copywriting,
marketing style, e-mail strategy, customer support, and SEO
approach to see what does and doesn’t work.

I often find it helpful to create a matrix like the one shown. It can
help you compare your marketing strategies versus your competitors’.

MARKETING COMPETITOR A COMPETITOR B COMPETITOR C
STRATEGY

E-mail marketing

� Address collection None Yes, but small Prominent

� Design None Nice Text-only e-mails

� Frequency None Weekly Never?

Blog None Not updated Weekly

Social networks

� MySpace None Yes No

� Facebook None No No

� LinkedIn None No Yes

DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES 3 0 1
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APPENDIX

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES AND WEB SITES

The following sites and blogs are all well-established resources for the online
marketing community. I read, use, and recommend them personally.

Awake at the Wheel: http://www.jonathanfields.com. A well-written
and often inspiring blog from a former yoga teacher turned social
media expert and author of Career Renegade.

Chris Brogan’s Blog: http://www.chrisbrogan.com. Chris is an active
and insightful social media professional. His blog covers the latest
trends in online community and social media. His book is called
Trust Agents.

CopyBlogger.com: http://www.copyblogger.com. Brian Clark is a
master of online copywriting. Read this blog and watch your writing
(and your sales) improve.

Darren Rowse’s Problogger: http://www.problogger.net. The leading
blog (and book) teaching how to make money as a blogger. Darren’s
advice is practical and down-to-earth.

FreeTeleseminarList.com: I designed this site to offer free promo-
tions for teleseminar and webinar hosts. If you are promoting such an
event, you can post it here for promotion by email to subscribers
worldwide interested in teleconference and webinar education.
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HARO: http://www.helpareporter.com. The free press leads e-mail
service profiled in Chapters 9 and 15 of this book.

InternetMillionaireDomains.com: http://www.internetmillionaire-
domains.com. Here I offer domain names just above cost, basic web
site hosting, and the tools to help get your Web presence moving
cost-effectively.

Joan Stewart’s Publicity Hound: http://www.publicityhound.com.
Joan Stewart’s always informative and entertaining free noozle offers
public relations tips, tricks, and strategies.

PRLeads.com: http://www.prleads.com. Dan Janal’s affordable
repackaging of the ProfNet service that includes custom coaching
and personal training on how to work with reporters.

RadioGuestList.com: http://www.radioguestlist.com. My free service
that helps radio, podcast, and teleseminar hosts find expert guests.

Rich Brook’s Web Marketing Blog: http://www.flyteblog.com. An
informative resource for both online marketing strategy and tactics.

ScottFox.com: http://www.scottfox.com. My web site offers free e-
mail newsletters, downloads, and my blog about e-commerce entre-
preneurship and online marketing. Use the search box on the site to
find more info on any topic that interests you. Search on “Web
design,” “affiliate marketing,” “SEO,” or “podcasting,” for example.
ScottFox.com is also home to the Scott Fox forums. This member-
ship community is focused on mentoring and sharing online market-
ing expertise. Your purchase of this book entitles you to a free trial of
the service, too!

ScottFoxRadio.com: http://www.scottfoxradio.com. The home of my
online radio show and podcast, The E-Commerce Success Show. Visit
the archives for free downloadable MP3 recordings of my interviews
with experts, authors, and online entrepreneur success stories.

Web Strategy by Jeremiah Owyang: http://www.web-strategist.com.
The informative and insightful blog of Forrester Research’s social
media and Web marketing analyst.
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3 1 2 APPENDIX

FREE BONUS
365SUCCESSQUOTES.COM

Have you enjoyed the motivational quotes I’ve used through-
out this book? If so, please visit 365SuccessQuotes.com. It’s my
personal quotes collection. All of the quotes from this book are
archived there.

You can also sign up for a free daily e-mail. Each day it will
bring a daily dose of inspiration directly into your e-mail inbox
for free!

365SUCCESSQUOTES.COM

FREE SCOTT FOX TELESEMINARS
AND COLLEGE LECTURES OFFER

Are you a professor, meetup organizer, or community leader?

Scott Fox is available for free lectures by phone to qualified groups.

Contact us if your class or group is interested in learning more about
online marketing, e-commerce entrepreneurship, or learning to make
more money online.

Priority in scheduling is given to universities, colleges, and nonprofit groups.

E-mail us at teleseminars@scottfox.com for more details.
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